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                        Lions InReach Vision: Eyes on the city
                    

                    by April Hawksworth
 April 10, 2024


                    
                        Eye health programs seeking to overcome equity issues prioritise the most marginalised remote communities, but what about disadvantaged people in...
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                        Tokai Optical Australia: Bridging employee and company values
                    

                    by April Hawksworth
 April 10, 2024


                    
                        A company is only as good as the people it keeps, which is why Tokai Optical Australia has made several...
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                        Prime Creative Media launches Hearing Practitioner Australia to serve the thriving hearing industry 
                    

                    by Myles Hume
 April 9, 2024


                    
                        Prime Creative Media – the publisher of Insight – is pleased to announce the launch of Hearing Practitioner Australia (HPA),...
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                        How the iStent Inject can improve outcomes in patients with OSD and glaucoma
                    

                    by Staff Writer
 April 9, 2024


                    
                        Dr Alex Ioannidis discusses the positive impact the iStent inject system has had on the management of mild to moderate...
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                        ZEISS forms Myopia Advisory Board to advise on innovations
                    

                    by Myles Hume
 April 9, 2024


                    
                        ZEISS has formed a new Myopia Advisory Board, a think-tank of leading experts – including three Australians – whose scientific...
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                        ACO Therapeutic Refresher course returns 19 May 2024
                    

                    by Staff Writer
 April 9, 2024


                    
                        The Australian College of Optometry’s (ACO) interactive Therapeutics Refresher Day is returning on 19 May 2024. Led by a diverse...
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                        Medicare turns 40 – but Optometry Australia asks whether it’s time for a check up?
                    

                    by Myles Hume
 April 9, 2024


                    
                        As the sector marked the 40th anniversary of Medicare, new statistics reveal the number of optometry services subsidised by the...
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                        Curing – not treating – an eye health crisis – Ian Wishart
                    

                    by Staff Writer
 April 8, 2024


                    
                        Working in eye health can feel a bit like running for a bus that you can’t catch. Often the problem...
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                        Insight June 2024 – Optometry Business Models Feature
                    

                    by Staff Writer
 April 5, 2024


                    
                        Optometry business models in Australia are many and varied, each offering a unique proposition in a competitive market.   But what...
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                        Optometry Australia program to recognise clinical expertise
                    

                    by Staff Writer
 April 8, 2024


                    
                        Optometry Australia (OA) has established an Advanced Practice Recognition (APR) program aiming to recognise and credential optometrists with demonstrated expertise...
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Insight has been the leading industry publication in Australia for more than 40 years. This longevity is largely due to our ability to consistently deliver accurate and independent news relevant to all ophthalmic professionals and their supporting industry.
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